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UNIT – 05 MOTION O

TWO M

01. Define center of mass. 
 A point where the entire ma
 

02. Find out the center of mass
a) Equilateral triangle  

Lies in center 

 

b) Cylinder  

Lies on its central axis 

 

c) Square  

    Lies at their diagonals m

 

 

03. Define torque and mention 
 Torque is defined as the mo

 of rotation. The expression fo

 

04.   What are the conditions in w

The torque is zero when r� a
sin 0 = 0. If anti-parallel, then

zero if the force acts at the re
 

05.  What is the relation between

An external torque on a rigi

momentum in the body about 

 

06.  What is equilibrium?  

 i) A rigid body is said to be

               and angular momentum r

 ii) When all the forces act u

                 equilibrium. 
 

07.  Give any two examples of to
 i) Opening and closing of a

 iii) Opening a bottle cap (or
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 MARKS AND THREE MARKS: 

 

mass of the body appears to be concentrated. 

ss for the given geometrical structures.  

 

meet 

n its unit. 
oment of the external applied force about a poi

 for torque is, τ�� = r�xF��. Its unit is Nm.  

n which force cannot produce torque? 

and F�� are parallel or anti-parallel. If parallel, th

en θ = 180 and sin 180  = 0. Hence, τ = 0. T

 reference point. i.e. as r� = 0, τ = 0. 

en torque and angular momentum? 

igid body fixed to an axis produces rate of chang

ut that axis. Τ = 
���	  

be in mechanical equilibrium when both its linea

 remain constant. 

t upon the object are balanced, then the object is

torque in day-to-day life. 
f a door about the hinges ii) Turning of a nut usi

(or) water top 
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BODIES 

oint or axis 

 then θ=0 and                        

The torque is 

nge of angular 

ear momentum 

 is said to be an  

sing a wrench 
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08.   How do you distinguish between stable and unstable equilibrium? 
  

Stable  equilibrium Unstable equilibrium 

Linear momentum and angular momentum are 

zero. 

Linear momentum and angular momentum are 

zero. 

The body tries to come back to equilibrium if 

slightly disturbed and released. 

The body cannot come back to equilibrium if 

slightly disturbed and released. 

The center of mass of the body shifts slightly 

higher if disturbed from equilibrium. 

The center of mass of the body shifts slightly 

lower if disturbed from equilibrium. 

Potential energy of the body is minimum and 

it increases if disturbed. 

Potential energy of the body is not minimum 

and it decreases if disturbed 
 

09.  Define couple. 
 Pair of forces which are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction and separated by  

       a perpendicular distance so that their lines of action do not coincide that causes a  

       turning effect is called a couple 
 

10.  State principle of moments. 
 When an object is in equilibrium the sum of the anticlockwise moments about a turning  

       point must be equal to the sum of the clockwise moments. 
 

11.  Define center of gravity. 

The point at which the entire weight of the body acts irrespective of the position and  

       orientation of the body. 
 

12.  Mention any two physical significance of moment of inertia. 
 i) For rotational motion, moment of inertia is a measure of rotational inertia. 

 ii) The moment of inertia of a body is not an invariable quantity. It depends not only                 

               on the mass of the body, but also on the way the mass is distributed around the  

               axis of rotation. 
 

13.  What is radius of gyration? 
The radius of gyration of an object is the perpendicular distance from the axis of 

       rotation to an equivalent point mass, which would have the same mass as well as the  

       same moment of inertia of the object. 
 

14.  State conservation of angular momentum. 
 When no external torque acts on the body, the net angular momentum of a rotating 

       rigid body remains constant. This is known as law of conservation of angular momentum. 
 

15.  What are the rotational equivalents for the physical quantities, (i) mass and (ii) force? 

 i) For mass : Moment of inertia , I = mr2  ii) For Force : Torque	� = I � 
 

16.  What is the condition for pure rolling? 
 (i) The combination of translational motion and rotational motion about the center of  

       mass. (or) (ii) The momentary rotational motion about the point of contact. 
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17. What is the difference between sliding and slipping? 

 Sliding is the case when vCM > Rω	(or vTRANS > vROT). The translation is more 

      than the rotation. 

Slipping is the case when vCM < Rω (or vTRANS < vROT). The rotation is more than  

the translation. 
 

18. What is rigid body? 
 A rigid body is the one which maintains its definite and fixed shape even when an  

       external force acts on it. 
 

19.  Define Point Mass 
 A point mass is a hypothetical point particle which has nonzero mass and no size or  

       shape. 
 

20. State the rule which is used to find the direction of torque. 
The direction of torque is found using right hand rule. This rule says that if fingers 

       of right hand are kept along the position vector with palm facing the direction of the force  

       and when the fingers are curled the thumb points to the direction of the torque. 
 

21. When will a body have a precession? 
The torque about the axis will rotate the object about it and the torque perpendicular 

       to the axis will turn the axis of rotation. When both exist simultaneously on a rigid 

      body, the body will have a precession.  
 

22. State Parallel axis theorem 
 The moment of inertia of a body about any axis is equal to the sum of its moment of  

        inertia about a parallel axis through its center of mass and the product of the mass of the  

        body and the square of the perpendicular distance between the two axes. I = IC + MR2 

 

23. State Perpendicular axis theorem. 

 The moment of inertia of a plane laminar body about an axis perpendicular to its plane  

       is equal to the sum of moments of inertia about two perpendicular axes lying in the plane  

       of the body such that all the three axes are mutually perpendicular and have a common  

       point. IZ = IX + IY 

 

24. Give the scalar relation between torque and angular acceleration. 

 The scalar relation between the torque and angular acceleration is τ = Iα 

       I = Moment of inertia of the rigid body. The torque in rotational motion is equivalent to the  

      force in linear motion.  
 

25. Give the relation between rotational kinetic energy and angular momentum. 
 The angular momentum of a rigid body is, L = Iω 

      The rotational kinetic energy of the rigid body is, KE = ½ Iω2 

      By multiplying the numerator and denominator of the above equation with I, we get a  

      relation between L and KE as, KE = 
�� ��ω��  ; =

�� ��ω� ��  ; KE = 
���� 
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26. Obtain an expression for the 

Power delivered is the work

        work done with respect to tim

 P = 
����  = � ����  ∵ (dw = � d�

 

27. What are the conditions for n
1) Linear momentum and a

2) The body remains at the 

3) The center of mass of the

     equilibrium. 

4) Potential energy remains
 

28. Explain the principle of mom
 1) Consider a light rod of n

                which is pivoted at a poi

                length. Let two parallel f

               act at the two ends at dist

               from the Point of pivot an

               reaction force N at the po

2) If the rod has to remain s

    and rotational equilibrium

For net force to be z

N = F1 + F2 

For net torque to be 

d1 F1  = d2F2  
The above equation represe
 

29. Write the principles used in b
 i) This forms the principle f

    condition d1 = d2; F1 = F2

  
���� = 

���� 

ii) If F1 is the load and F2 is

                 that F1> F2. Hence, we c

                called mechanical advan

Mechanical Advantag
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e power delivered by torque. 

ork done per unit time. If we differentiate the exp

ime, we get the instantaneous power (P). �; P = �ω 

r neutral equilibrium? 
 angular momentum are zero. 

e same equilibrium if slightly disturbed and rele

the body does not shift higher or lower if disturb

ns same even if disturbed. 

ments. 
 negligible mass  

oint along its  

l forces F1 and F2  

istances d1 and d2  

 and the normal  

point of pivot as shown in Figure. 

n stationary in horizontal position, it should be in

ium. Then, both the net force and net torque mus

 zero, −F1 + N – F2 = 0 

 

e zero, d1 F1  − d2F2 = 0 

sents the principle of moments. 

n beam balance and define Mechanical Advan
e for beam balance used for weighing goods wit

2.  

is our effort, we get advantage when, d1< d2. Th

e could lift a large load with small effort. The ra

antage of the simple lever. The pivoted point is c

tage (MA) = 
���� 
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expression for        

eleased. 

rbed from  

 in translational  

ust be zero. 

antage. 
ith the  

This implies 

 ratio ��2�1  is  

is called fulcrum. 
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 30. Find the expression for radius of gyration. 
1) A rotating rigid body with respect to any axis, is considered to be made up of point 

               masses m1, m2, m3, . . .mn at perpendicular distances (or positions) r1, r2, r3 . . . rn  

               respectively 

 2) The moment of inertia of that object can be written as, 

  I = Σmiri
2 = m1r1

2 + m2r2
2 + m3r3

2 + …. + mnrn
2 

If we take all the n number of individual masses to be equal, 

m = m1 = m2 = m3 = …… mn then  

I = mr1
2
 + mr2

2
 + mr3

2
 + …. mrn

2
 

I = m(r1
2
 + r2

2
 + r3

2
 + …. rn

2
) 

   = nm�"��#"��#"$�#⋯.#"'�(    

I = MK2 , where, nm is the total mass M of the body and  

 K is the radius of gyration. 

K = )r12+r22+r32+⋯.+rn2n  

3) The expression for radius of gyration indicates that it is the root mean square (rms) 

                distance of the particles of the body from the axis of rotation. 
 

31. Derive an expression for work done by torque 
 i) Consider a rigid body rotating about a fixed axis. A point P on the body rotating about  

               an axis perpendicular to the plane of the page. A tangential force F is applied on the  

                body. 

ii) It produces a small displacement ds on the body. The work done (dw) by the 

                force is, dw = F ds 

 iii) As the distance ds, the angle of rotation dθ and radius r are related by the expression, 

                 ds = r dθ 

  The expression for work done now becomes, dw = F ds; dw = F r dθ 

iv) The term (Fr) is the torque τ produced by the force on the body. dw = τdθ  

      This expression gives the work done by the external torque τ, which acts on the body 

                  rotating about a fixed axis through an angle dθ. 
 

32. Write the comparison of translational and rotational quantities? 

 

S. No. Translational Motion Rotational motion about a fixed axis 

1 Displacement, x Angular displacement, θ 

2 Time, t Time, t 

3 Velocity, v = 
�-��  Angular velocity, ω = 

�θ	��  
4 Acceleration, a =

�.�� Angular acceleration, � = 
�ω	�� 

5 Mass, m Moment of inertia, I 

6 Force, F = ma Torque, τ = I α 

7 Linear momentum, p = mv Angular momentum, L = Iω 

8 Impulse, F ∆t = ∆p Impulse, τ	∆ t = ∆L 

9 Work done, w = F s Work done, w = τ θ 

10 Kinetic energy, KE = ½ Mv2 Kinetic energy, KE = ½ I ω2 

11 Power, P = F v Power, P = τω 
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CON

01.  When a tree is cut, the cut is

       required to fall. Why? 
 The weight of tree exerts a 

      rotation of the tree about the cu
 

02.  Why does a porter bend forw
 Due to the added weight of 

        the carrying weight shifted to

       as with the body’s axis making
 

03.  Why is it much easier to bala

        Match stick? 
 Meter scale is longer and la

        higher but match stick has cen

       centre of gravity easier it is to 
 

04.  Two identical water bottles o

       roll down an inclined plane. 

       your answer.  
1) Bottle filled with water 

2) When it rolls, down it p

3) For the empty bottle 100

4) But for full bottle, much

spinning. 

5) Thus 100% of the mass

have a greater speed.  
 

05.  A rectangle block rests on a 

       block at a height h above the

       normal force N exerted by th
The line of action of norma

on h because the reactionary

upward and passes through its

Friction is always perpendic

tangential to the surface of con

 

 

 

 

 

06.  Three identical solid spheres

       same dimensions. A is witho

       with slipping. Compare the k
The KE of A withou

 The KE of B underg

 The KE of C rolling
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ONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS: 

 is made on the side facing the direction in wh

 a torque about the point where the cut is made. 

 cut. 

rward while carrying a sack of rice on his ba
of rice sack, centre of gravity of the combined b

to new position. Once he bends, the centre of gr

ing his body balanced.  

alance a meter scale on your finger tip than b

 larger than a match stick. Meter scale’s centre o

centre of gravity much lower as compared to sca

to balance.  

s one empty and the other filled with water ar

e. Which one of them reaches the bottom firs

er rolls, faster than the empty bottle. Due to M.I.

t possesses translational KE and rotational KE 

00% of the mass of the bottle spins as the bottle

ch of the water in the bottle is efficiency slidin

ss of the sliding water goes into translational KE

 a horizontal table. A horizontal force is appli

he table to move the block. Does the line of ac

 the table on the block depend on h? 
mal force N exerted by the table on the block d

ry force N exerted by the table which is dir

its centre of gravity. Since the block is in equilib

dicular to the normal force N acting between the

ontact. 

es move down through three inclined planes 

out friction, B is undergoing pure rolling and

e kinetic energies EA, EB and EC at the bottom
out friction EA = ½ m (2gh) 

rgoes pure rolling EB = ½ m/ �01�#2�3�4 

ng with slipping EC = ½ m2gh 
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which the tree is  

e. This cause  

back? 
 body weight and  

gravity realigns  

 balancing on a  

e of gravity is  

cale. Higher the  

 are allowed to  

rst? Explain  

.I. I = mr2 

tle rolls. 

ing down without 

KE and full bottle 

plied on the  

 action of the  

 does not depend 

irected vertically 

librium, N = mg. 

the surface. It acts 

s A, B and C all  

nd C is rolling  

om. 
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07.  Give an example to show tha

        on a body can be combined 
 Lifting a table from the floo
 

FIV

01.  Explain the types of equilibr

 Translational equilibrium
1) Linear momentum is co

Rotational equilibrium 
1) Angular momentum is c

Static equilibrium 
1) Linear momentum and a

2) Net force and net torque

Dynamic equilibrium 

1) Linear momentum and

2) Net force and net torqu

Stable equilibrium 

1) Linear momentum and

2) The body tries to come

3) The center of mass of t

equilibrium 

4) Potential energy of the

Unstable equilibrium 
1) Linear momentum and

2) The body cannot come

3) The center of mass of t

4) Potential energy of the

Neutral equilibrium 

1) Linear momentum and

2) The body remains at th

3) The center of mass of t

equilibrium 

4) Potential energy remain
 

02.  Explain the method to find t
 1) The center of gravity of a

                irregular shape by pivoti

               error.  

2) The lamina remains hori

     where the net gravitation

     of gravity  

3) When a body is support

of the torques acting o

body becomes zero. Mo

by the normal reaction f

4) The body is in static 

horizontal.  
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hat the following statement is false. ‘any two 

d into single force that would have same effec
loor by two persons pushing the car by two perso

FIVE MARKS QUESTIONS 
 

brium with suitable examples 

m 
constant    2) Net force is zero 

s constant  2) Net torque is zero 

d angular momentum are zero 

ue are zero 

d angular momentum are constant 

que are zero 

nd angular momentum are zero 

e back to equilibrium if slightly disturbed and

f the body shifts slightly higher if disturbed fro

he body is minimum and it increases if disturb

nd angular momentum are zero 

e back to equilibrium if slightly disturbed and

f the body shifts slightly lower if disturbed fro

he body is not minimum and it decreases if dis

nd angular momentum are zero 

 the same equilibrium if slightly disturbed and 

f the body does not shift higher or lower if dis

ains same even if disturbed 

 the center of gravity of a irregularly shaped
f a uniform lamina of even an  

ting it at various points by trial and  

rizontal when pivoted at the point  

ional force acts, which is the center  

orted at the center of gravity, the sum 

 on all the point masses of the rigid 

Moreover the weight is compensated 

force exerted by the pivot.  

 equilibrium and hence it remains 
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o forces acting  

fect’. 
rsons.  

nd released 

 from 

rbed 

nd released 

rom equilibrium 

isturbed 

d released 

isturbed from 

ed lamina. 
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5) There is also another wa

 If we suspend the lamin

QQ', RR' all pass throug

6) Here, reaction force ac

acting at the center of g

cancel each other. 
 

03.  Explain why a cyclist bends 

       for angle of bending for a giv
 i) Let us consider a cyclist n

                (not banked) of radius r 

ii) The cycle and the cyclist

     with mass m. The center

     it goes in a circle of radi

iii) Let us choose the line O

      line through O as Z-axis

iv) The system as a frame is

       system is at rest in this 

      problems in rotating fra

      apply a centrifugal force

      which will be 
56�7 .This 

v)  The forces acting on the

      (ii) normal force (N), (ii

vi)  As the system is in equi

       force and net external t

        point A in Figure 

vii) For rotational equilibriu

       point A is (mgAB) whi

       that is taken as negative

       torque due to the centri

    is	�mv2r BC which causes

      that is taken as positive.

  − mgAB + 
56�7  BC

  From ∆ABC,  

AB = ACsinθ and B

  mg ACsinθ = 
56�7  A

  θ = tan-1 �=>?@  

 viii) While negotiating a cir

                   at velocity v, a cyclist h

                  from vertical given by t

                   stay in equilibrium (i.e
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way to determine the center of gravity of an irre

ina from different points like P, Q, R , the verti

ugh the center of gravity.  

acting at the point of suspension and the gra

f gravity cancel each other and the torques cause

s while negotiating a curve road? Arrive at th

given velocity. 
t negotiating a circular level road  

 with a speed v.  

ist are considered as one system  

ter gravity of the system is C and  

dius r with center at O.  

 OC as X-axis and the vertical  

xis as shown in Figure 

 is rotating about Z-axis. The  

is rotating frame. To solve  

rame of reference, we have to  

rce (pseudo force) on the system  

is force will act through the center of gravity.  

he system are, (i) gravitational force (mg), 

 (iii) frictional force (f) and (iv) centrifugal force

uilibrium in the rotational frame of reference, th

l torque must be zero. Let us consider all torque

rium, ��net = 0. The torque due to the gravitation

hich causes a clockwise turn  

ive. The  

tripetal force  

es an anticlockwise turn  

ve. 

C = 0  ; mg AB  = 
56�7  BC  

 BC = ACcosθ 

ACcosθ; tan θ = 
6�7A 

circular level road of radius r  

st has to bend by an angle θ  

y the above expression to  

i.e. to avoid a fall). 
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regular lamina. 

rtical lines PP',  

ravitational force 

used by them also 

t the expression  

rce �56�7   

, the net external  

ues about the  

onal force about  
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04.  Derive the expression for mo

       perpendicular to  the rod. 
 1) Let us consider a uniform

                us find an expression for

                through the center of ma

2) First an origin is to be fix

    center of mass, which is 

    along the x axis.  

3) We take an infinitesimal

(dm) at a distance (x) fro

The moment of inertia (d

(dm) about the axis is, 

dI = (dm)x2 

As the mass is uniform

the mass per unit length

is, 

 B = 
CD  

The (dm) mass of the infini

The moment of inertia (I) o

 I = E�F  = E��G�H�
 E�CD �H H�  ;  

 I = 
CD  E H��H 

4) As the mass is distribute

taken from – 
D� to  

D� 

 I = 
CD  E H��HI�JI�  

 I = 
CD K D$�L M �M D$�L 

 I = 
CD K2 � D$�L N  ;   

I = 
OO>ml

2
 

 

05.  Derive the expression for mo

       through the center and perp
1) Consider a uniform ring

                  of the ring about an axi

                  perpendicular to the pla

                  small mass (dm) of leng

2) This (dm) is located at a

of the ring from the axis

The moment of inertia (

dI = (dm)R2 
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oment of inertia of a rod about its center an

rm rod of mass (M) and length (l) as shown in F

or moment of inertia of this rod about an axis th

ass and perpendicular to the rod.  

 fixed for the coordinate system so that it coincid

is also the geometric center of the rod. The rod i

ally small mass 

from the origin. 

 (dI) of this mass 

rmly distributed, 

gth (B) of the rod 

initesimally small length as, dm = λ, dx  = 
CD dx.

 of the entire rod can be found by integrating dI� �  ;  

uted on either side of the origin, the limits for in

 = 
CD  K-$P N D�QD�  

 N   = 
CD  K D$�L + D$�LN N    

oment of inertia of a uniform ring about an 

rpendicular to the plane. 
ng of mass M and radius R. To find the moment

xis passing through its center and  

plane, let us take an infinitesimally  

ngth (dx) of the ring. 

t a distance R, which is the radius 

xis as shown in Figure 

a (dI) of this small mass (dm) is,  
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and  

n Figure . Let 

 that passes  

cides with the  

d is now  

dx. 

dI, 

 integration are 

n axis passing  

nt of inertia 
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The length of the ring is

distributed, the mass pe

 B = 
C�RS 

The (dm) mass of the infini

Now, the moment of inertia

I = E�F  = E�
  E� C�RS �H T

I = 
CS�R  E�H 

To cover the entire length o

I = 
CS�R  E �H�RSU  ; =

= 
CS�R  V2WT M 0Y 

I = MR2 
 

06.  Derive the expression for mo

       through the center and perp

i) Consider a disc of mass 

    infinitesimally small rin

    (dm) and thickness (dr) 
    ring is, dI = (dm)r2 

ii) As the mass is uniformly

     area (σ) is, σ = 
CRS� 

    The mass of the infinites

     dm = σ2	Wrdr = 
CRS� 2	Wr

     where, the term (2πr dr) 

     ring (2πr is the length an

    the thickness) dm = 
�CS� rd

The moment of inertia (I) o

    

    
 

07.  Discuss conservation of angu

 1) When no external torque

                 rigid body remains cons

                 momentum. � = 
�Z�� if � =

 2) As the angular momentu

                further be written for init
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 is its circumference (2πR). As the mass is unifo

 per unit length (B  is, 

initesimally small length as, dm = λ, dx  = 
C�RSdx

tia (I) of the entire ring is, E��G�T�  ;   T�   

 

 of the ring, the limits of integration are taken fr

; =  
CS�R  VHYU�RS  ;  Y

oment of inertia of a uniform disc about an 

rpendicular to the plane. 

ss M and radius R. This disc is made up of ma

rings as shown in Figure. Consider one such ri

r) and radius (r). The moment of inertia (dI) of

ly distributed, the mass per unit    

esimally small ring is,  

rdr 

) is the area of this elemental  

 and dr is 

rdr.  ;               dI = 
�CS�  r3dr 

 of the entire disc is, I = E�F    
 I = E 2[T2 	 r3drSU ;    

= 
�CS� E rPdrT0  

I = 
�CS� K]44 N0T ;   

= 
�CS� _T44 M 0`  

 I = ½ MR2 

gular momentum with example. 

ue acts on the body, the net angular momentum 

nstant. This is known as law of conservation of 

=0 then , L = Constant 

tum is L = Iω, the conservation of angular mom

nitial and final situations as, Iiωi = Ifωf (or) Iω =
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iformly  

dx. 

 from 0 to 2πR 

 axis passing  

any   

 ring of mass  

 of this small  

m of a rotating 

f angular  

mentum could 

= constant 
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3) The above equations say

angular momentum con

4) There are several situati

momentum is applicable

5) One striking  Example :

out and spins faster whe

hands away from body i

decreases resulting in sl

6) When the hands are bro

thus the angular velocity

in faster spin. 
 

08.  State and prove parallel ax
i) Parallel axis theorem stat

   equal to the sum of its mo

   mass and the product of th

   distance between the two 

ii) If IC is the moment of in

     the center of mass, then 

     from it is given by the re

 iii) let us consider a rigid bo

                 AB passing through the 

                 perpendicular distance d

                We attempt to get an exp

                 mass m on the body at p

 iv) The moment of inertia 

                 The moment of inertia 

                  above expression. 
I =Σm(x + d)

This equation could 

I =Σm(x2 + d2 + 2xd

I =Σ(mx2 +md2 + 2d

I =Σmx2 +Σmd2 + 2d

v) Here, Σmx2 is the momen

    center of mass. Hence, 

I C = Σmx2 

     The term, Σmx = 0 beca

negative values with respec

                 The axis AB. The summ

Thus, I = IC +Σmd2 ;

vi)  Here, Σm is the entir

I = IC + Md2 

Hence, the parallel a
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say that if I increases ω will decrease and vice-v

onstant. 

ations where the principle of conservation of ang

ble. 

: The ice dancer spins slowly when the hands a

hen the hands are brought close to the body. Str

y increases moment of inertia, thus the angular v

 slower spin. 

rought close to the body, the moment of inertia d

ity increases resulting 

axis theorem. 
tates that the moment of inertia of a body about 

oment of inertia about a parallel axis through i

f the mass of the body and the square of the perp

o axes. 

 inertia of the body of mass M about an axis pas

n the moment of inertia I about a parallel axis at

 relation,   I =  IC + Md2 

 body as shown in Figure. Its moment of inertia 

he center of mass is IC. DE is another axis parall

e d from AB. The moment of inertia of the body

xpression for I in terms of IC. For this, let us con

t position x from its center of mass. 

ia of the point mass about the axis DE is, m(x

ia I of the whole body about DE is the summa

)2 

ld further be written as,  

xd) 

2dmx) 

2dΣmx 

ent of inertia of the body about the  

cause, x can take positive and 

ect to 

mation (Σmx) will be zero 

; IC +(Σm)d2 

tire mass M of the object (Σm =M) 

l axis theorem is proved. 
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versa to keep the 

ngular 

s are stretched 

tretching of 

r velocity 

ia decreases, and 

t any axis is  

 its center of  

rpendicular  

assing through    

 at a distance d  

ia about an axis  

allel to AB at  a  

dy about DE is I.  

onsider a point  

x + d)2. 

ation of the 
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09.  State and prove perpendicu
 i) The theorem states that th

                perpendicular to its plane

                perpendicular axes lying

                mutually perpendicular a

 ii) Let the X and Y-axes lie

                laminar object. If the mo

                IY respectively and IZ is t

                axis theorem could be ex

  IZ = IX + IY 

 iii) To prove this theorem, l

                 on which lies the origin 

                 perpendicular to it as sh

                 large number of particle

                 which has coordinates (x

 iv) The moment of inertia o

                 above expression gives 

                 entire lamina about Z-ax

IZ  =  Σ mr2 

Here, r2 = x2 

Then, IZ = Σm

IZ = Σ mx2 +Σ

                 In the above expression,

                 moment of inertia of the

                 similarly the term Σ my

                 about X-axis. Thus, 

IX =  Σ my2  

              Substituting in the equatio

Thus, the perpendicu
 

10.  Discuss rolling on inclined 
 1)   Let us assume a round o

                  Plane without slipping 

                  along the inclined plane

2) One is the component o

and the other is the st

other component of gr

cancelled by the norm

plane. As the motion is

we shall write the equa

body diagram (FBD) of

3) For translational motion

force and f is the opposi

         

      For rotational motion, le

      respect to the center of t
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icular axis theorem. 
t the moment of inertia of a plane laminar body a

ane is equal to the sum of moments of inertia abo

ng in the plane of the body such that all the three

r and have a common point. 

lie in the plane and Z-axis perpendicular to the p

oments of inertia of the body about X and Y-ax

is the moment of inertia about Z-axis, then the p

 expressed as,  

, let us consider a plane laminar object of neglig

in (O). The X and Y-axes lie on the plane and Z

shown in Figure. The lamina is considered to be

les of mass m. Let us choose one such particle a

(x, y) at a distance r from O. 

a of the particle about Z-axis is, mr2 The summa

s the moment of inertia of the  

axis as,  

 + y2 

m ( x2 + y2 )  

+Σmy 2 

n, the term Σmx2 is the  

the body about  the Y-axis and  

y2 is the moment of inertia  

  and IY =  Σ mx2   

tion for Iz gives, IZ = IX + IY  
icular axis theorem is proved. 

d plane and arrive at the expression for the
d object of mass m and radius R is rolling down

g as shown in Figure. There are two forces actin

ne.  

t of gravitational force (mg sinθ) 

 static frictional force (f). The 

gravitation force (mg cosθ) is 

rmal force (N) exerted by the 

 is happening along the incline, 

uation for motion from the free 

of the object. 

on, mg sinθ is the supporting 

osing force, 

        mg sinθ  –  f = ma  -----(1) 

, let us take the torque with  

f the object.    
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y about an axis      

bout two  

ree axes are  

 plane of the 

axes are IX and  

 perpendicular  

ligible thickness  

 Z-axis is  

be made up of a   

e at a point P  

ation of the  

e acceleration. 
n an inclined  

ting on the object  
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       Then mg sinθ cannot cause torque as it passes through it but the frictional force f 

                  can set torque of Rf.  

Rf = Iα 

4)  By using the relation, a = r α, and moment of inertia  

             I =mK2, we get, 

 Rf = mk2  
ab  ; f = ma �c�b�  

 Now equation (1) becomes 

 mg sinθ – ma �c�b�  = ma 

 mg sinθ = ma + ma �c�b�  

  a�1 + c�b�  = g sinθ 

After rewriting it for acceleration, we get, a = 
A def gh�#i�j�k 

5) We can also find the expression for final velocity of the rolling object by using third 

                 equation of motion for the inclined plane. v2 = u2 + 2as. If the body starts rolling  

                 from rest, u = 0. When h is the vertical height of the incline, the length of the incline  

                 s is, S = 
lmefg  ; v

2
 = 2

A def gh�#i�j�k � 1no(�   = 
�Alh�#i�j�k 

      By taking square root, v = p �01h�#2�3�k 
 6) The time taken for rolling down the incline could also be written from first equation  

                 of motion as, v = u + at. For the object which starts rolling from rest, u = 0. Then, 

  t = 
.q   ; t = rp 2gh/1+K2R24w xh�#i�j�kg sin θ {  

  t = p�1h�#i�j�k0no(��  

7) The equation suggests that for a given incline, the object with the least value of 

radius of gyration K will reach the bottom of the incline first. 
 

11.  Derive an expression for the position vector of the center of mass of particle system. 
 i) To find the center of mass for a collection of n point masses, say, m1, m2, m3 . . . mn  

               we have to first choose an origin and an appropriate coordinate system as shown in  

               Figure. 

 ii) Let, x1, x2, x3 . . . xn be the X-coordinates of the positions of these point masses in the  

                 X -direction from the origin. The equation for the x coordinate of the center of mass  

                 is, xCM = 
|5}-~|�~   

   where, Σmi is the total mass M of all the particles, (Σmi = M) . 

    Hence, xCM = 
��~-~C  
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iii) Similarly, we can also f

      of the center of mass fo

       distributed point masse

 yCM = 
��~�~C   ; zCM 

iv) Hence, the position of c

     point masses in a Cartes

                 system is (xCM, yCM, zCM

                position of center of mas

                 written in a vector form 

  ]�CM  =  
|�~	����~C  

 v)  where, ]�CM   = xCM �̂	+ yC

     and ]�i = xi �+̂ yi � ̂+  zi �� 

      �,̂ � ̂and ��	are the unit ve

 

12.  Derive an expression for the
 Let the center of mass of tw

                respectively on the X-ax

                mass in the following thr

       (i) When the masses are on p
The origin is taken a

and x2 on the positive X-ax

positive X-axis at xCM as gi

 

 

 

 

 

xCM = 
�O�O#�>�>�O#�>  

      (ii) When the origin coincides
The calculation coul

made to coincide with any o

coincides with the point ma

xCM = 
�~�U�#��-���#��  

The equation further

as, xCM = 
�>�>�O#�> 

      iii) When the origin coincides
     If the origin of the coord

    the center of mass,  then,

    the negative X-axis as sh

   Hence, its position x1 is n

0 = 
���Q-��#��-���#��  

m1x1 = m2x2 
The equation given above i
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find y and z coordinates  

for these  

ses as indicated in Figure.  

 = 
��~�~C  

 center of mass of these  

esian coordinate 

M). In general, the  

ass can be  

m as, 

CM � ̂+  zCM �� is the position vector of the cente�  is the position vector of the distributed point m

 vectors along X, Y and Z-axes respectively. 

he center of mass of two point masses. 
 two point masses m1 and m2, which are at positi

axis. For this case, we can express the position o

three ways based on the choice of the coordinate

 positive X-axis: 
n arbitrarily so that the masses m1 and m2 are at 

axis as shown in Figure. The center of mass will

 given by the equation, 

 

es with any one of the masses: 
uld be minimized if the origin of the coordinate

y one of the masses as shown in Figure . When t

ass m1, its position x1 is zero, (i.e. x1 = 0). Then

 

er simplifies  

es with the center of mass itself: 
rdinate system is made to coincide with  

n, xCM = 0 and the mass m1 is found to be on  

shown in Figure.  

negative, (i.e. – x1). 

   ; 0 = m1(–x1) + m2x2 

e is known as principle of moments. 
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ter of mass  

t mass; where, 

itions x1 and x2  

 of center of  

ate system. 

at positions x1 

ill also be on the 

te system is 

n the origin 

hen, 
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13.  State in the absence of any e

       constant. 
1) When a rigid body mov

                  For kinematic quantitie

                  mass, we can differenti

                  to time once and twice 

                  X direction only. 

  ��CM  = 
�������	   ; = 

|
  =���CM  = 

����������  

  ��CM  = 
��� �dx���CMdt   ;  =

  ����CM  = 
��������  

2) In the absence of extern

                 can move or shift only d

 

3) This will not affect the p

mass will be in a state o

center of mass is at rest 

(��CM = 0 or ��CM = const

(��CM  = 0) . 

      From equation  �  = 
����

4) Here, the individual par

                 accelerations due to inte
 

14.  Define Torque and derive its
 1) Torque is defined as the 

                of rotation. The expressi

2) where, r� is the position

where the force	F�� is act

shown in Figure. 

3) Here, the product of r� an

product or cross produc

two vectors results in an

perpendicular to both th

(τ��) is a vector quantity. 

4) Torque has a magnitude

perpendicular to , r� and 

Its unit is N m. τ�� = (rFsi

5) Here, θ is the angle betw
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 external force the velocity of the centre of m

oves, its center of mass will also move along wit

ties like velocity (vCM ) and acceleration (aCM) of

tiate the expression for position of center of ma

e respectively. For simplicity, let us take the mo

|5}h�����}�� k|5}  

   = �dv���CMdt    ; = 

|5}h�����}�� k|5}  

rnal force, i.e. ��ext = 0, the individual rigid bodi

y due to the internal forces. 

e position of the center of mass. This means that

 of rest or uniform motion. Hence, ��CM will be z

st and constant when center of mass has uniform

stant). There will be no acceleration of center o

��������  (or) constant  ; =���CM  = 
����������   ;	��CM  = 0 

articles may still move with their respective velo

ternal forces.  

 its expression. 
e moment of the external applied force about a p

sion for torque is, τ�� = r�xF�� 
on vector of the point 

acting on the body as  

and F��	is called the vector 

uct. The vector product of 

 another vector that is 

 the vectors. Hence, torque 

 

de (rFsinθ ) and direction 

d F��.  
Fsinθ)�  

etween r� and F�� and �	¡ is the unit vector in the dir
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mass remains  

ith the body. 

of the center of 

ass with respect 

motion along                  

dies of a system 

hat the center of 

e zero when 

rm motion                    

 of mass,  

elocities and 

 a point or axis 

irection of  τ��. 
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15.  Obtain the relation between 
i) Let us consider a rigid bo

    will execute a circular m

ii) A tangential force F�� actin

     produces the necessary t

    rotation. This force F�� is p

    position vector r� of the p

iii) The torque produced by

      mass m about the axis c

                  as, τ = r Fsin90 = r F ; 

 τ = rma    

τ =rmrα  ; = mr2
α   

τ = mr2
α   -----------

iv) Hence, the torque of the

     mass produces an angula

                acceleration (α) in the po

     τ�� = (mr2)	α���  --------------(
 v) The directions of τ and α

                 in the direction of α, it p

                opposite to α, angular de

vi) The term mr2 in equatio

                 A rigid body is made up

                 a rigid body is the sum o

                constitute the body (I = Σ
  τ�� = (Σme]o��	α��� ;   ¢�� =
 

16.  Discuss the pure rolling and

       sliding. 
1) In pure rolling, the po

surface is at momentary

2) This is the case with e

rolling proceeds, all the

surface; remain at mom

cycloid as already me

different ways. 

(i) The combination

      center of mass. (

(ii) The momentary 

3) As the point of contact i

                  is zero (v = 0). For exam

                  vROT is backwards (to th
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n torque and angular acceleration. 
body rotating about a fixed axis. A point mass m

motion about a fixed axis 

ting on the point mass  

y torque for this  

s perpendicular to the  

 point mass. 

by the force on the point  

s can be written  

;  (sin90 =1) 

(F = ma)  

 (a = r α) 

--------(1) 
he force acting on the point   

ular  

 point mass about the axis of rotation. In vector n

(2) 

 α are along the axis of rotation. If the direction

t produces angular acceleration. On the other ha

deceleration or retardation is produced on the po

ions 1 and 2 is called moment of inertia (I) of th

up of many such point masses. Hence, the mom

 of moments of inertia of all such individual poΣme]o�� .Hence, torque for the rigid body can b

= I £��� 
d find the condition for rolling without slippi

point of the rolling object which comes in c

ry rest.  

 every point that is on the edge of the rolling

the points on the edge, one by one come in c

mentary rest at the time of contact and then take

entioned. Hence, we can consider the pure 

on of translational motion and rotational motion 

(or) 

ry rotational motion about the point of contact.  

t is at momentary rest in pure rolling, its resulta

ample, at the point of contact, vTRANS is forward

 the left). 
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 m in the body  

r notation, 

on of τ is 

hand if, τ is  

 point mass. 

 the point mass.  

ment of inertia of  

point masses that  

n be written as, 

ping and  

 contact with the 

ng object. As the 

 contact with the 

ke the path of the 

re rolling in two 

n about the     

 

ltant velocity v 

rd (to right) and  
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4) That implies that, vTRANS and vROT are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction 

(v = vTRANS– vROT = 0). Hence, we conclude that in pure rolling, for all the points on 

the edge, the magnitudes of vTRANS and vROT are equal (vTRANS= vROT).  

As vTRANS = vCM and vROT = Rω, in pure rolling we have, vCM = Rω 

5) For the topmost point, the two velocities vTRANS and vROT are equal in magnitude 

                 and in the same direction (to the right). Thus, the resultant velocity v is the sum of     

                 these two velocities, v = vTRANS + vROT. In other form, v = 2 vCM 

 

Sliding 
i) Sliding is the case when vCM > Rω (or vTRANS > vROT). The translation is more    

    than the rotation. This kind of motion happens when sudden break is applied in a 

               moving vehicles, or when the vehicle enters into a slippery road. In this case, the point   

               of contact has more of vTRANS than vROT.  

ii) Hence, it has a resultant velocity v in the forward direction. The kinetic frictional  

    force (fk) opposes the relative motion. Hence, it acts in the opposite direction of the  

    relative velocity. 

          iii) This frictional force reduces the translational velocity and increases the rotational  

    velocity till they become equal and the object sets on pure rolling. Sliding is also       

    referred as forward slipping. 

 

Slipping 
1) Slipping is the case when vCM < Rω (or vTRANS < vROT). The rotation is more 

                  than the translation. This kind of motion  happens when we suddenly start the    

                  vehicle from rest or the vehicle is stuck in mud.  

2) In this case, the point of contact has more of vROT than vTRANS. It has a resultant 

velocity v in the backward direction. 

3) The kinetic frictional force (fk) opposes the relative motion. Hence it acts in the 

opposite direction of the relative velocity.  

4) This frictional force reduces the rotational velocity and increases the translational 

velocity till they become equal and the object sets pure rolling. Slipping is 

sometimes empahasised as backward slipping. 
 

17.  Write an expression for the kinetic energy of a body in pure rolling. 
 1) The total kinetic energy (KE) as the sum of kinetic energy due to translational motion  

     (KETRANS) and kinetic energy due to rotational motion (KEROT).  

KE  = KE TRANS + KE ROT 

 2) If the mass of the rolling object is M, the velocity of center of mass is vCM, its  

                moment of inertia about center of mass is ICM and angular velocity is ω, then 

  KE = ½ Mv2
CM + ½ ICM ω2 

 With center of mass as reference: 
3) The moment of inertia (ICM) of a rolling object about the center of mass is, 

     ICM =  MK2 and vCM = Rω. Here, K is radius of gyration. 

  KE = ½ Mv2
CM + ½ (MK2) 

6���b�  

KE = ½ Mv2
CM + ½ Mv2

CM �c�b�  

KE = ½ Mv2
CM �1 + c�b�  
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With point of contact as reference: 
4) We can also arrive at the same expression by taking the momentary rotation   

     happening with respect to the point of contact (another approach to rolling). If we  

     take the point of contact as O, then, 
KE = ½ Io ω

2 

5) Here, Io is the moment of inertia of the object about the point of contact. By parallel  

    axis theorem, Io = ICM + MR2. Further we can write, Io = MK2 + MR2.  

    With vCM = Rω or ω = 
6��b  

   KE = ½ (MK2 + MR2) 
6���b�  

KE = ½ Mv2
CM �1 + c�b�  

6) KE in pure rolling can be determined by any one of the following two cases. 

(i) The combination of translational motion and rotational motion about the center of 

                    mass. (or) (ii) The momentary rotational motion about the point of contact. 

 

************* 

FEAR has two meanings: 

Forget Everything And Run or 

Face Everything And Rise. 

The Choice is yours! Do not be afraid! 

 

“A paper flying in air is due to its luck but 

a bird is flying due to its effort. So if luck is not with you, 

efforts are always there to support you”. 

  

“Hard work is like stairs and luck is like lift. 

Sometimes lift may fail but stairs will always take you to the top. 

Have a successful life”! 

************* 
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